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record number of foreign students
at US colleges and universities

peoples republic of china is
leading place of origin

A new high of 386900 foreign students
attended colleges and universities in the
united states in the 1989901989 academic90
year asian students are the fastest
growing sector of US foreign student
enrollment growth from the peoples
republic of china up 15 from last
year continued unabated despite recent
regulation of overseas degree study by the
chinese government china was again the
leading place of origin with 33400
students followed by taiwan with
310001000 the number of students from
thirdrankedthird japanranked increased 24 to
29800 in a single year

the institute of international education
IIEHE recently published its annual

statistics on foreign students at 2891
accredited US institutions based on
surveys conducted with grant support fromft
the

oraornona

US information agency USIA the
new book open doors 1989901989190 reports
that asians fueled a 5.656 worldwide
growth rate in 198990 the first large
annual increase in foreign student numbers
since the early eighties students from all
south and east asian nations numbered
208100 54 of the world total eight of
the top ten places of origin were in asia

HE president richard M krasno
commented in announcing the data that
the united states continues to be a

magnet for students from all rapidly
developing nations the contribution that
US higher education can make to

economic development is perhaps better
recognized abroad than it is in the US

growth from all world regions
except africa middle east

although asian students were the major
engine of growth numbers from latin
america 48100 europe 46000 north
america 18600 and oceania 4000 all
increased at rates varying from 7 to 11

enrollments from the middle east and
africa continued a steady decline both
dropped 7 to 37300 and 24600
respectively middle eastern students were
nearly 30 of the total 10 years ago and
are less than 10 today african students
constituted 12 of foreign students in the
united states a decade ago and only 6
today especially sharp declines in
numbers from iran and nigeria account for
much of the decrease

the number of students from the top
five places of origin china taiwan
japan india and korea almost doubled
from 73000 five years ago to 142100 in
198990 although numbers from china
and taiwan increased very substantially
over that period the steepest recent
percentage increase has come from japan
up 98 in just 3 years from 15100 to
29800

significant statistics

for the first time in the 40 years IIEHElielle has
conducted surveys business 75600 or
19.5195 edged out engineering 73400 as
the field attracting the most foreign
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students the next most popular fields
were mathcomputermath sciencescomputer 36200 and
physicallifephysical scienceslife 32900

foreign graduate students are still
outnumbered by undergraduates but the
gap is shrinking graduate students
numbered 169800 44 of total with
doctoral students increasing sharply 11

growth to 59700 east asian students
pursue graduate rather than undergraduate
education in the US in a 21 ratio and are
the main source of growth in graduate
enrollment

california leads all other states in the
number of foreign students with 54200
enrolled followed by new york 38400
and texas 24200 two toptentop statesten
california and florida saw their foreign
student enrollment expand by 10 in a
single year

despite this sunbelt growth the
northeast still hosts the largest numbers
with 94500 foreign students the
northeast led the midwest 87100 south
80800 pacific coast 72000 south-

west 38300 and mountain 12800
regions

women foreign students numbered
131300 34 the largest number and
percentage ever the proportional share of
women in foreign study traditionally has
been low hovering between 20 and 25
until the seventies but has grown steadily
over the past decade

enrollment in preacademicpre intensiveacademic
englishasasecondlanguageenglish ESLESQas pro-
grams
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language
sharply foreign student

enrollment in ESL programs is a good
indicator of the trend in foreign student
flows these students tend to go on to
fulltimefullfuli time degree study at US colleges and
universities ESL enrollments grew 18
to 35000 students up from 29700 the
prior year the largest increase was among
japanese ESL students 11700 up 24
from last year

how to order
open doors 1989190

the new open doors is available
prepaid at 34.953495 plus 3 handling from
HERE BOOKS 809 united nations plaza
new york NY 10017358010017 the3580 book is
a 200page200 statisticalpage report on the annual
IIEHEilelle international student census with
extensive explanatory text and over 100
supporting statistical tables and charts

brief statistical summary

total foreign students in US colleges
and universities 386851

total foreign students in intensive
english language programs 35036
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